At Isarsoft we make every camera count. Urbanization, global warming, and limited resources pose the need for intelligent, smart analytics solutions.

**WHAT WE OFFER**
- Machine Learning
- Hands On Project
- Flat Hierarchies
- Team Spirit

**YOUR TASK**
- Full Machine Learning Pipeline: Data collection, Labeling, Training, Deployment
- Full Stack Development: Docker, Node, TS, React
- App Development: C++, Java, Python
- Computer Vision: Object Detection, Motion Tracking

**YOUR PROFILE**
- Informatics
- Coding Experience
- Project (GIT) Experience
- Drive
- Communication Skills

**AVAILABLE PROJECTS**

**EFA - ANALYTICS**
Predict public transport utilization with requests to the trip API
- Time Series Data
- Graph Data
- Machine Learning

**AI CITY CHALLENGE**
Let’s win the AI City Challenge
- Traffic Data
- Computer Vision
- NLP

**EDGE AI**
Processing videos with AI on a Qualcomm Chip
- Computer Vision
- Machine Learning
- Android/Tensorflow

**Contact**
Isarsoft GmbH
Lichtenbergstraße 8
85748 Garching
www.isarsoft.com